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Some conjuncts cannot occur finally in the clause, some must be final, and some must be initial. Most clausal

conjuncts (such as by that I mean, a case in point is, given that, by which is meant etc.) only occur initially.

Most conjuncts occur conventionally in initial position, followed by a comma, and may appear in mid-position,

separated by commas.

Listing Exemplifying

also for one thing a case in point is for example
as if that wasn't enough next as an example for instance
for a start to start with as an illustration such as
for another thing what's more e.g. to wit

Enumerative Additive

1, 2, 3 etc. in the first instance additionally in addition
a), b) etc. initially also into the bargain
after that lastly as well likewise
afterwards later besides moreover
at the beginning next further on top of that
at the end originally furthermore to boot

at the outset previously Summative

beforehand primarily concisely in conclusion
earlier principally I conclude in sum
finally subsequently in a nutshell succinctly
firstly etc then in a word to cut a long story short
formerly to begin with in brief to sum up

Appositional, re-phrasing / correcting / inferencing
(Most of these are routinely preceded by or.)

Resultative

accordingly in consequence

better put more exactly / accurately as a consequence in view of that
by which I mean rather consequently so
in other words sooner for this / that reason therefore
in that case to be (more) precise hence thus

Contrastive (replacing) Equating

alternatively otherwise by which is meant likewise
or, if you prefer on the other hand by the same token namely
instead then again correspondingly similarly

Contrasting (antithetic) equally so

as a matter of fact indeed i.e. that is to say
au contraire on the contrary in other words too
conversely on the other hand in the same way viz.

in contrast quite the opposite Transitional / Subject-switching

in fact quite the reverse anyhow by the way

Contrasting (concessive) anyway come to think of it

after all even so as an aside in passing
all the same however before I forget incidentally
allowing for that nevertheless by the bye parenthetically

at all events nonetheless Temporal

at any rate notwithstanding along with that in the intervening time
at least sure at the same time in the meantime
but still concurrently later
certainly that aside earlier meanwhile
granted though eventually simultaneously
despite that yet in the interim subsequently


